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Lattice schemes for option pricing, such as tree or grid/partial differential
equation (p.d.e.) methods, are usually designed as a discrete version of an
underlying continuous model of stock prices. The parameters of such
schemes are chosen so that the discrete version “best” matches the con-
tinuous one. Only in the limit does the lattice option price model converge
to the continuous one. Otherwise, a discretization bias remains. A simple
modification of lattice schemes which reduces the discretization bias is
proposed. The modification can, in theory, be applied to any lattice
scheme. The main idea is to adjust the lattice parameters in such a way
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that the option price bias, not the stock price bias, is minimized. European
options are used, for which the option price bias can be evaluated pre-
cisely, as a template to modify and improve American option methods. A
numerical study is provided. © 2006 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Jrl Fut Mark
26:733–757, 2006

INTRODUCTION

The binomial tree introduced by Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein in 1979
(hereafter CRR) is one of the most important innovations to have
appeared in the option pricing literature. Beyond its original use as a tool
to approximate the prices of European and American options in the
Black–Scholes (1973) framework, it has been adapted to numerous
other instruments and is also widely used as a pedagogical device to
introduce various key concepts in option pricing. 

In the literature, many modifications have been proposed to
improve the performance of the CRR approach. In Hull and White
(1988), a control variate approach based on the European Black–Scholes
price is suggested to improve the quality of the American price. Tian
(1993) proposed to force higher moments of the discrete probability
distribution of the stock price to match the moments of the underlying
continuous distribution. Others, such as Broadie and Detemple (1996)
and Tian (1999), proposed modifications smoothing out the jagged
“price versus number of time steps” curve of the CRR approach,
enabling the use of Richardson extrapolation. Tian’s (1999) method is
essentially a CRR tree modified by a tilt parameter, whereas Broadie and
Detemple (1996) use the Black–Scholes price instead of the usual con-
tinuation value at the penultimate time step before the option’s maturity.
Other suggestions from Boyle (1988) and Kamrad and Ritchken (1991)
are to replace the binomial tree by a trinomial tree. Figlewski and Gao
(1999) for their part proposed a trinomial tree with sections of finer
meshing, allowing a greater accuracy at the cost of negligible supple-
mentary computations.

This short survey of the tree literature serves to emphasize that in all
the approaches mentioned, the lattice is designed to minimize the dis-
crepancies between the approximate (discrete) and target (continuous)
probability distributions of the stock price by matching their first few
moments. The rationale for this is that for any fixed number of time steps,
a moment-matching lattice is believed to produce good option price esti-
mates, because the estimate converges to the (continuous) model solu-
tion in the limit case of an infinite number of time steps.
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Here a different avenue to lattice design which relies on a change
of probability measure is suggested. Specifically, we show how to design
lattice schemes when the design goal is not the usual moment matching.
We build a lattice minimizing the difference between the lattice-based
price and the Black–Scholes analytic price for a European option. This
lattice is then used to price the corresponding American option. For a
fixed number of time steps, such a modified lattice induces a discrete
stock price distribution whose moments show some departure from the
moments of the continuous, target distribution; in the limit however, the
distribution associated to the modified lattice converges to the continu-
ous distribution, as is the case for the unmodified lattice schemes.
Figure 1 displays the typical improvement obtained with our modified
CRR binomial tree for European and American put options. For the
European option, the modified CRR approach yields much smaller price
errors than the unmodified CRR approach. In the American case, the
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FIGURE 1
CRR–BS are prices computed using the Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein (1979) binomial

tree with the Black–Scholes price at the penultimate time step; modified CRR–BS are
prices computed using the Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein (1979) binomial tree with a
Black–Scholes price at the penultimate time step and the modification proposed
in this study. True price is the Black–Scholes price for the European case and a

15,000 step CRR–BS tree for the American case. Parameters: s0 � 100; 
K � 100; T � 1; s � 0.4; r � 0.05.
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biases are also improved by the modification, though the improvement is
not as dramatic. As shown in Figure 2, the modified binomial tree com-
putations may be carried out with a little more effort so that there is an
important gain of precision at a low computational cost. Note that all
lattice approaches in this article, whether with or without our modifica-
tion, are implemented with the Broadie and Detemple (1996) idea of
using Black–Scholes prices at the penultimate time step.

Technically, the modification is carried out by replacing the expecta-
tion under the risk neutral probability measure, by an equivalent expres-
sion under an alternative probability measure. This equivalent expression
is specified by the Radon–Nikodym derivative. The family of alternative
probability measures considered here is characterized by a unique
parameter corresponding to the drift of the stock price process. A one-
dimensional numerical search yields the parameter that minimizes the
price discrepancy. This minimization can be performed with latices of
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RMSE is the relative error defined by where 
is the benchmark obtained for the ith option; and Pi(lattice) is the ith price obtained

with the corresponding lattice (CRR: Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein, 1979, binomial
tree; CRR–BS: Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein, binomial tree with the Black–Scholes
price at the penultimate time step; modified CRR-BS: Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein

lattice with the Black–Scholes price at the penultimate time step and the Ql-lattice
modification proposed in this study. The preferred method in terms of 

cost–benefit is in the lower left corner of the graph.
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small dimension (say, 5 or 10 time steps); therefore, the additional work is
usually small with respect to the precision gain.

The approach can be adapted to many lattice schemes. We describe
its application to trees and grids, and provide full numerical experiments
for both a binomial tree and a trinomial tree (respectively, that of Cox,
Ross, Rubinstein, 1979, and Kamrad and Ritchken, 1991). The article is
divided as follows. After this Introduction, background concepts on the
changes of measures considered in this study are presented. It is then
shown how to apply these measure changes to modify existing lattice
schemes. The details on the numerical implementation and the results
of this numerical study are given at the conclusion of the article.

OPTION PRICING AND CHANGES 
OF PROBABILITY MEASURES

Under the assumption of arbitrage-free and complete markets, Harrison
and Kreps (1979) have shown the existence of a risk neutral probability
measure Q, which allows the computation of European style option
prices as expected values discounted at the risk-free rate. More formally,
the price of a European option, under a constant risk-free rate assump-
tion, can be written as:

(1)

where ST is the stock price at the maturity date T of the option, K is the
strike price, and r is the constant risk-free rate. We denote the payoff
function of the option as f(ST, K) � max{f(ST � K), 0} with f � 1 for
call options and �1 for put options. For an American style option, the
situation is more complex because of the early exercise possibility. It can
however still be written as an expected value:

(2)

where the supremum is over all stopping times .
This way of expressing the expected values in the option price for-

mula is not unique. Indeed, it is well known that, through the
Radon–Nikodym theorem, the expectation under one probability mea-
sure Q can be expressed as an expectation under another equivalent
probability measure Q*. The European and American option prices can
thus be written as

(3)V(S0, 0) � EQ* c e�rT f(ST, K)
dQ

dQ*
d

t � T

V(S0, 0) � sup
t  

EQ[e�rt f(St, K)]

V(S0, 0) � EQ[e�rTf(ST, K)]
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and

(4)

where is the Radon–Nikodym derivative.
Theoretically, the expressions under any equivalent probability

measure lead to identical prices. In practice, these expectations are often
assessed numerically; therefore, different measures may yield different
prices. For example, in a Monte Carlo simulation approach, prices com-
puted with the risk-neutral measure may have a larger variance than the
prices obtained under alternative measures. This is the rationale for the
importance sampling approach in the Monte Carlo simulation literature.

To compute option prices using an alternative measure such as the
one given by Equation (3), an expression for the Radon–Nikodym deriv-
ative must be available. One way to get such an expression is through
the stochastic process specified for the underlying security. In the
Black–Scholes context, the dynamics of the stock price under the risk
neutral measure Q is specified as

dSt � rSt dt � sSt dWt (5)

with S0 � s0 and W a standard Brownian motion under the risk neutral
measure Q. To keep the problem tractable, we restrict the dynamics for
the stock price under an alternative measure Ql to the class

(6)

with . That is, we consider only measures belonging to the class
that preserves the geometric Brownian motion structure of

the stock price. In this case, the change of measure is accomplished
using a likelihood ratio where

(7)

The details are provided in Appendix A.
Equipped with these expressions for the likelihood ratio and the

dynamics of the stock price, it is now possible to compute the expecta-
tions under alternative probability measures as in Equations (3) and (4).
In the next section, we see how these formulas can be applied to modify
lattices such as binomial or trinomial trees.

L(Slt , l) � exp c r � l

s2  lnaSlt
s0
b �

1
2

 (l � r) 
r � l � s2

s2  t d
L(Slt , l)

5Ql : l��6Sl0 � s0

dSlt � lSlt  dt � sSlt  dWl
t

dQ
dQ*

V(S0, 0) � sup
t

 EQ* c e�rt f(St, K)
dQ

dQ*
d
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APPLYING CHANGES OF MEASURE TO
LATTICE-BASED PRICING APPROACHES

It is described here how the change of measure can be implemented in
tree lattices (such as binomial trees) and grid lattices (used with finite-
differences approaches). The optimization of the change of measure, i.e.
the selection of a proper value for the drift parameter l is then discussed.

Changes of Measure for Tree Approaches

Consider a tree lattice with n time steps of length T�n. The stock price at
time and at the jth node of the lattice is denoted by

. The probability, under the risk neutral measure Q, of reaching node
from node si,j is represented by A tree-like lattice scheme sim-

ply specifies how the stock and option prices and probabilities can be
computed given the length of the time step, the initial stock price, the
interest rate and the volatility parameter. These specifications are usually
obtained by matching the first two moments of, respectively, the approx-
imate and target distributions.

To adapt a lattice to the alternative probability measure Ql, it is suf-
ficient to note that the change of measure from Q to Ql preserves the
geometric Brownian motion structure of the stock price. The only differ-
ence is that the drift coefficient is no longer r, but l. It is therefore
straightforward to determine the stock prices and the transition proba-
bilities of the Ql-lattice by replacing r by l in the design for and 
We shall denote by the stock price at the ith time step and the jth
node of the Ql-lattice and as the Ql-probability of reaching node

from node 
In the original Q-lattice, European and American option prices can

be obtained by computing expectations sequentially from the end of grid.
Indeed, using the familiar dynamic programming principle, the American
option value at the ith time step and the jth node is

(8)

while the (special case) European option value at the ith time step and
the jth node is

(9)

with the terminal nodes taking values in both
cases.

vn,j � max 5f(sn,j � K), 06vi,j � e�r T
n a

k
vi�1,kqi,jSk,  i � n

vi,j � max emax 5f(si,j � K), 06, e�r T
n a

k
vi�1,kqi,j⇒k f ,  i � n

sli,j.sli�1,k

qli,jSk

sli,j

qi,jSk.si,j

qi,jSk.si�1,k

si,j

iT
n (i � 0, 1, . . . , n)
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A well-known drawback of lattices such as the binomial or trinomial
tree is the jagged convergence pattern of the computed price plotted
against the number of time steps. We will therefore adopt the simple
modification proposed in Broadie and Detemple (1996) which consider-
ably smooths out the convergence pattern. Specifically, we compute the
Black–Scholes price at time step n � 1, instead of the continuation value
from Equation (8), so that the (American) option prices are given by

(10)

with denoting the Black–Scholes price
for a European style option with stock price sn�1,j, risk-free rate r, volatil-
ity coefficient s, strike price K, and time to maturity recall that f is
used to denote calls (f � 1) and puts (f � �1).

It is straightforward to adapt this tree approach to the Ql-lattice.
Indeed, the discretized equivalent for the likelihood ratio (7) is

(11)

and the option values will be computed with

(12)

where Note that for the
American case, because the prices in the tree are those with respect to
Ql, it is important to multiply the early exercise value with the likelihood
ratio in the dynamic programming equation. The European option is,
again, a special case of the American option, and is valued as

(13)

with Appendix B shows how
specific lattice schemes such as that of CRR (1979) and Kamrad and
Ritchken (1991), can be implemented using the above equations.

Changes of Measure for Grid/Partial
Differential Equation Approaches

Grid lattices are used to solve the pricing partial differential equations
(p.d.e.s) obtained through the classical Black–Scholes analysis, often in

vln�1,j � BS(sln�1,j, r, s, K, Tn, f) ln�1,j (l).

vli,j � e�r T
n a

k
vli�1,kqli,jSk,  i � n � 1

vln�1,j � BS(sln�1,j, r, s, K, Tn, f) ln�1,j (l).

vli,j � max emax 5f(sli, j � K), 06 li, j (l), e�r T
n a

k
vli�1,kqli,j⇒kf ,�i � n �1

li,j (l) � exp c r � l

s2  lna sli,j
s0
b �

1
2

(l � r)
r � l � s2

s2 i
T
n d

T
n ;

vn�1,j � BS(sn�1,j, r, s, K, Tn, f)

vi,j � max emax 5f(si,j � K), 06, e�r T
n a

k
vi�1,kqi,jSk f ,  i � n � 1
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conjunction with finite-difference methods. We describe first the
European option case, then its American counterpart.

The impact of the change of measure on a traditional grid/p.d.e.
approach for European options is best shown with the help of the
Feynman–Kac solution (cf. Duffie, 1996, or Tavella and Randall, 2000).
Under the stock price process (6) corresponding to the probability meas-
ure Ql, the Feynman–Kac theorem indicates that the European option
price given by the expectation (3)

is also the solution of the pricing p.d.e.

(14a)

with the (terminal) boundary condition

(14b)

Applying the change of variables

to Equations (14a) and (14b), we obtain the equivalent p.d.e. system

(15a)

(15b)

Note that the option price at t � 0 is given by U(S0, 0) � V(S0, 0). The
impact of the change of measure in grid/p.d.e. methods for European
options is thus twofold and simple. In comparison with the Black–Scholes
p.d.e., the coefficient of the second derivative term changes from r to l;
and the usual terminal boundary condition must be multiplied by the
likelihood ratio.

The American option case cannot be treated per se with a standard
Feynman–Kac solution, because of the supremum in the formulation (4).
The theory linking the optimal stopping time problems and variational
inequalities, in the context of American option pricing, was developed by

 U(S, T) � f(ST, K)
dQ

dQl

 
0U(S, t)
0t

�lS
0U(S, t)
0S

�
1
2
s2S20

2U(S, t)
0S2 � rU(S, t) � 0

U(S, t) � ertV(S, t)

V(S, T) � e�rT f(ST, K)
dQ

dQl

0V(S, t)
0t

� lS
0V(S, t)
0S

�
1
2
s2S20

2V(S, t)
0S2 � 0

V(S, 0) � EQl ce�rT f(ST, K)
dQ

dQl
d
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Jaillet, Lamberton, Lapeyre (1990) and Myneni (1992). Using theorem 5.1
from Myneni (pp. 19–20), the stopping time problem can be computed as
the solution of the partial differential, complementarity system:

(16a)

(16b)

(16c)

(16d)

Using appropriate spatial boundary conditions, the systems (15) and
(16) can be solved using standard finite differences methods.

Optimization of the Change of Measure

The change of measure, parameterized by l, must be chosen appropriately
to be beneficial. As mentioned in the Introduction, the crucial idea under-
lying this article is that the freedom offered by the change of measure
technique can be used to decrease the error inherent to discrete methods
(i.e., methods on trees and grids). The details are discussed in this section.

On the Optimization Criteria

For European option pricing, l should be set to a value l* that minimizes
the “bias,” i.e., the difference between the estimated European option
price and the Black–Scholes price given by BS(s0; r, s, K, T, f). In
other words, we seek a zero l* of the function:

(17)

where is the European option price obtained from the lattice
approach.

For lack of an analytical formula for l*, the value must be computed
numerically. One keypoint of the approach proposed in this article

vl0,0

Bias(l) � vl0,0 � BS(s0, r, s, K, T, f)

vl*0,0

U(S, T) � f(ST, K)
dQ

dQl
� 0

aU(S, t) � f(S, K)
dQ

dQl
b � 0

0U(S, t)
0t

� lS
0U(S, t)
0S

�
1
2
s2S20

2U(S, t)
0S2 � rU(S, t) � 0

� aU(S, t) � f(S, K)
dQ

dQl
b � 0

 a 0U(S, t)
0t

� lS
0U(S, t)
0S

�
1
2
s2S20

2U(S, t)
0S2 � rU(S, t)b
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is that the value l* is not sensitive to the discretization level; that is,
l* can be computed on a coarse (and thus fast) tree or grid, and then
used successfully to improve the error of a much finer tree/grid. For
example, a value l* is found that suppresses the bias on a 10-time step
tree; the same l* is then used on a 200-time step tree, yielding a
much more precise solution than the 200-time step tree without change
of measure.

For American option pricing, where no analytical formula exist to
provide a “target,” two approaches are possible. First, the l* derived
from the European case above often works well for the American
case. Simply setting l to this value is thus a first possibility. As an alter-
native approach, one can compute prices of American options with
two lattices using n1- and n2-time steps (n1 � 10 and n2 � 20 for
example) and choose a l minimizing the difference between the
two computed prices; this is done with the goal of “flattening” the
convergence pattern.

Numerical Solution of the Optimization

As noted, a solution of Equation (17) must be found numerically. The
difficulty of finding a zero of a function is dependent on the quality of
the bracketing interval (the bounds between which a zero is known to
lie), and on the function’s characteristics. The characteristics of Bias(l)
are not easily analyzed mathematically. Empirically however, we observe
that Bias(l) is invariably quasi-concave within a “rough interval” (which
is lattice-specific and discussed below), with Bias(l) negative at both
endpoints; this characterization holds for a wide variety of option param-
eters for both puts and calls (see Figure 3). The interval is called “rough”
in that the actual bracketing interval is defined within it. Bias(l) also has
the property that the function’s maximum is located at approximately the
same relative position within the rough interval, for all observed options.
Finally, in all but extreme sets of parameters, this maximum is positive.
As a result, it is easy to devise a root-finding bracketing interval with one
endpoint having positive Bias(l) value (it is the approximate maximum of
the function), and the other endpoint having negative Bias(l) value (it is
one of the two endpoints of the rough interval).

Equation (17) typically has many solutions, and two of them are
within the rough interval. It is clear, though only empirically, which of
the two endpoints gives a bracketing interval whose zero brings the best
end results. The rough intervals are lattice-specific and can sometimes
be derived analytically; for example, the interval for the tree lattices
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is determined as the values of l which insure positive probabilities in
the lattice. These intervals are defined in the Appendix dealing with the
specific lattice descriptions.

The bisection algorithm was used to find the zero within the brack-
eting interval. Experimentation with less-basic algorithms (be it secant,
false position, or Ridder’s) left bisection a winner in terms of functions
evaluations, and thus computing time. Note that for some option prob-
lems (e.g., deep out-of-the-money and very low volatility puts), no zero of
Bias(l) exists within the rough interval, as the function values lie com-
pletely in the negatives. In such cases, an approximate maximum of the
function was used as proxy for the non-existent zero. In the numerical
search routine, trees with 5 time steps were used to find the optimal
value for l.

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

In this section, we first give a numerical illustration of the benefits of the
change of measure; the sample option is priced on the CRR binomial
tree with a Black–Scholes price at the penultimate time step (CRR–BS
hereafter). Using a CRR–BS binomial tree and a Kamrad–Ritchken

-9

1

-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2

Rough interval

Bracketing interval Bracketing interval

Maximum of the function

FIGURE 3
Illustration of Bias(l) versus l. The bounds of the rough interval and the 

maximum of the function are illustrated, as well as the two bracketing 
intervals, each containing one zero of the function.
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trinomial tree, we then provide more general results from tests per-
formed on a large pool of options.

In our tests with explicit and implicit finite differences methods,
improvements similar to that of the tree-based methods were observed.
However, bracketing intervals for the zeros of the bias function are
more difficult to obtain, and the values of l* found for the European
option, do not apply readily to the American option with the same
parameters. No numerical results are provided for these grid/p.d.e.
methods.

Illustrative Computational Results

The results provided in this section will offer some intuition on how the
expected values and probability distributions are altered under the alter-
native measure. The following parameter values are used: s0 � 100, r �

0.05, s � 0.4, T � 1 and n � 3. These and the formulas for the CRR
(1979) lattice given in Appendix B give u � 1.2598, d � 0.7938, qr �

0.4786, and � 0.6021 for l* � 0.2152. This last value was found
using the approach described in the Numerical Solution of the
Optimization subsection.

In this framework the stock prices remain identical under all
measures; hence, it is instructive to compute the discrete distribution
at time step n � 1 for the stock price using both l � r and l � l* �
0.2152. Using these distributions, it is then possible to make help-
ful comparisons showing how the proposed modification changes
the computed values. Simple calculations show that the probability
to reach state j from the initial stock price in n � 1 steps can be
written as:

Table I reports the computed probabilities and with the associated
option prices at step n � 1. From the numbers in this table it is easy to
see that the expected value and standard deviation (discounted) are 100
and 32.7981 when computed with while they are 99.9861 and
32.8125 when computed with the distribution . The European put
option price computed with both measures are, 13.3989 and 13.0816
while the Black–Scholes (BS) price is 13.1459 (The slight discrepancy
between 13.0816 and 13.1459 comes from the 5-time step optimization
procedure). This shows that the discrete distribution that was originally

xl*j

xr
j

xl*jxr
j

xlj �
(n � 1)!

j!(n � 1 � j)!
(ql)j(1 � ql)n�1�j 	 ln�1,j(l)

ql*
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built to match the first moment of the target distribution is modestly
altered to remove the large bias in terms of price from the original
CRR–BS approach. This alteration of the probability distribution has a
small effect on the discounted expected stock price. Indeed, the changes
in probability for large stock prices are offset by the changes in probabil-
ities for low stock prices. However, this is not the case when computing
the expected value of the put option payoff, which has a low sensitivity to
the probability changes associated to large stock prices and a high sensi-
tivity to the changes associated with low stock prices.

Table II looks at European and American put option prices as the
number of time steps is increased, using the CRR–BS binomial tree and
the -CRR–BS binomial tree. These numbers can be compared to
benchmark values obtained from the Black–Scholes formula for the
European put and a 15,000 step CRR–BS binomial tree for the American
put. As it can be seen, the option prices computed with a 20- or 30-step

-CRR–BS lattice are more accurate than those obtained with 100-time
step CRR–BS lattice.

The results presented in this table are specific to the chosen exam-
ple. Furthermore, the additional work required by the algorithm is not
taken into account. In the next section, a numerical study assessing the
performance of the algorithm in terms of computer time and precision
for a large test pool of option contracts is presented.

Computational Results on a Pool of Options

To obtain a more general assessment on the quality of the method to
compute American option prices, an analysis is performed similar to that
of Broadie and Detemple (1996). The analysis begins by choosing a large

Ql*

Ql*

TABLE I

Probability Distributions Under Alternative Measures

2 158.7055 1.0000 0.6436 0.2290 0.2333 0.2004

1 100.0000 1.0000 1.0369 0.4991 0.4968 8.3140

0 63.0098 1.0000 1.6705 0.2719 0.2645 35.5233

Note. sn�1, j is the stock price at time step n � 1 in state j; ln�1, j (l) is the likelihood ratio at time step n � 1
in state j; is the probability of reaching state j in n � 1 steps from the initial stock price; 
is the Black–Scholes value of a put option computed at step n � 1. Parameter values: s0 � 100, K � 100,
r � 0.05, s � 0.4, T � 1, and l* � 0.2152.

BS(sln�1,j; r, s, K, Tn )xlj

BS(sln�1,j; r, s, K, Tn )xl*jxr
jln�1,j(l � l*)ln�1,j(l � r)sn�1,jj
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TABLE II

Ql*-CRR–BS Prices for Put Options

European put American put

n

10 13.2563 13.1507 13.7544 13.6698

20 13.2027 13.1475 13.7158 13.6728

30 13.1842 13.1468 13.7015 13.6724

40 13.1748 13.1465 13.6936 13.6717

50 13.1691 13.1464 13.6893 13.6719

60 13.1652 13.1463 13.6864 13.6719

70 13.1625 13.1462 13.6843 13.6718

80 13.1604 13.1462 13.6826 13.6717

90 13.1588 13.1461 13.6811 13.6714

100 13.1576 13.1461 13.6799 13.6712

200 13.1517 13.1460 13.6742 13.6699

300 13.1498 13.1460 13.6723 13.6694

400 13.1488 13.1459 13.6712 13.6690

500 13.1482 13.1459 13.6705 13.6688

1000 13.1471 13.1459 13.6691 13.6683

2000 13.1465 13.1459 13.6684 13.6680

3000 13.1463 13.1459 13.6682 13.6679

4000 13.1462 13.1459 13.6680 13.6678

5000 13.1461 13.1459 13.6679 13.6678

Note. is the option price computed with the original CRR–BS lattice, while v l*0,0 is the option price computed
with the Ql*-CRR–BS lattice. The benchmark values for the European and American put options are 13.1459
and 13.6677 and are obtained with the Black–Scholes formula and a 15,000-step CRR–BS lattice. Parameter
values: s0 � 100, K � 100, r � 0.05, s � 0.40, T � 1, and l* � 0.2152.

v r
0,0

vl*0,0vr
0,0vl*0,0vr

0,0

test pool of options using randomly selected parameter values based
on predetermined distributions. For each option, the prices using the
Q-lattice and the -lattice are computed and compared to a bench-
mark value which is obtained from a CRR (1979) binomial tree with
15,000 steps.

The following distributions are used for the parameter values of the
options, with each parameter value drawn independently of the others: T is
uniformly distributed between 0.1 and 1.0 year; K is uniformly distrib-
uted between 70 and 130; r is uniformly distributed between 0 and 0.1;
s is uniformly distributed between 0.1 and 0.6. The value S0 is fixed at
100. Ten different lattice sizes (in terms of time steps) are examined for
each method: 100, 200, . . . , 1000.

Ql*
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Using the simulated parameter values, the lattice prices and the
benchmarks are computed and compared. The root mean squared error
is used as the measure of aggregate pricing error. Specifically,

(18)

where ei � |Pi(lattice) � Pi|�Pi; Pi is the benchmark obtained for the
ith option; and Pi(lattice) is the ith price obtained with the Q-lattice
or the Ql-lattice. The variable m stands for the size of the test pool.
In this study, m � 2,000 was used and the cases were eliminated
where Pi � 0.50 to avoid large relative errors caused by a small
divider.

Tables III and IV report the results about the gain in precision asso-
ciated with the use of the proposed method for European and American
put with a CRR (1979) lattice. In these tables, the gain in precision is
measured by the ratio of RMSE. The gains for European options are
substantial. Using the proposed method will reduce the average pricing
error by a factor of roughly 12 when compared to the original CRR
(1979) binomial tree and by a factor of approximately 3.8 when com-
pared to the CRR (1979) with a Black–Scholes price at the penulti-
mate time step. For the American case, the gains are also significant

RMSE(m) � B
1
ma

m

i�1
e2

i

TABLE III

Ratio of RMSE for European Put Options

n All samples At-money Out-money

Ratio of RMSE for the CRR and Ql*-CRR–BS lattices

100 11.87 9.73 14.63 22.18 10.52 12.20 11.65

500 12.33 9.74 15.57 21.72 11.16 13.60 11.46

1000 12.11 9.67 15.12 22.51 10.80 13.41 11.19

Ratio of RMSE for the CRR–BS and Ql*-CRR–BS lattices

100 3.86 3.01 4.91 9.05 3.02 3.86 3.86

500 3.86 3.02 4.90 9.05 3.02 3.87 3.85

1000 3.83 3.00 4.84 9.14 2.99 3.83 3.83

Note. CRR is the CRR (1979) binomial tree; CRR–BS is the CRR (1979) binomial tree with the Black–Scholes
price at the penultimate time step; Ql*-CRR–BS is the CRR (1979) binomial tree with a Black–Scholes price at
the penultimate time step and the modification proposed in this study. “At-money” is for the subsample for which
0.9 � S0�K � 1.1, whereas “Out-money” is for and S0�K � 0.9.S0�K � 1.1

s � 0.35s � 0.35T � 0.5T � 0.5
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TABLE IV

Ratio of RMSE for American Put Options

n All samples At-money Out-money

Ratio of RMSE for the CRR and Ql*-CRR–BS lattices

100 7.17 6.85 7.44 6.29 7.52 6.70 7.62

500 7.07 6.34 7.71 5.38 8.02 7.55 6.72

1000 6.70 6.66 6.73 4.97 7.76 6.68 6.72

Ratio of RMSE for the CRR–BS and Ql*-CRR–BS lattices

100 2.47 2.35 2.58 2.91 2.25 2.11 2.79

500 2.72 2.43 2.98 2.80 2.67 2.63 2.78

1000 2.71 2.46 2.90 2.70 2.71 2.56 2.81

Note. CRR is the CRR (1979) binomial tree; CRR–BS is the CRR (1979) binomial tree with the Black–Scholes
price at the penultimate time step; Ql*-CRR–BS is the CRR (1979) binomial tree with a Black–Scholes price at
the penultimate time step and the modification proposed in this study. “At-money” is for the subsample for which
0.9 � S0�K � 1.1, whereas “Out-money” is for and S0�K � 0.9.S0�K � 1.1

s � 0.35s � 0.35T � 0.5T � 0.5

with ratios of approximately 7 and 2.5. When the sample is broken in
various classes we can see that the largest gains with respect to the
CRR–BS case for American options are obtained for at-the-money
options (which are defined by 0.9 � S0�K � 1.1) and high volatility
options .

These results do not account for the additional effort associated with
the proposed modifications; Figures 2 and 4 plot the log of the RMSE as
a function of the log of the computing time for 
As shown by the graph, the gain in precision is worth the additional
effort associated to the numerical optimization and computation of the

lattice. In this graph, the preferred method in terms of cost–benefit
is in the lower left corner. The CRR–BS– clearly dominates the other
two methods (CRR and CRR–BS) for both the European and American
cases.

Tables V and VI present the results for the Kamrad and Ritchken
(1991) trinomial tree. For this lattice scheme, the results are qualitatively
similar, i.e., the lattice obtains sensible gains in terms of accuracy
when measured in terms of RMSE ratio. Again, taking into account
the computational effort, we see that the KR-BS- clearly dominates the
other two methods (KR and KR-BS) for both the European and
American cases as shown in Figures 5 and 6.

Ql*

Ql*

Ql*
Ql*

n � 100, 200, . . . , 1000.

(s � 0.35)
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TABLE V

Ratio of RMSE for European Put Options

n All samples At-money Out-money

Ratio of RMSE for the KR and Ql*-KR–BS lattices

100 5.79 4.43 7.76 14.33 4.93 6.43 5.42

500 5.76 4.30 7.84 14.17 4.92 6.29 5.47

1000 5.94 4.48 8.03 14.26 5.12 6.62 5.54

Ratio of RMSE for the KR–BS and Ql*-KR–BS lattices

100 3.29 2.47 4.46 9.62 2.54 3.45 3.21

500 3.30 2.47 4.47 9.62 2.55 3.45 3.21

1000 3.30 2.47 4.47 9.62 2.55 3.45 3.21

Note. KR is the Kamrad-Ritchken (1979) trinomial tree; KR–BS is the Kamrad-Ritchken (1991) trinomial tree with
the Black–Scholes price at the penultimate time step; Ql*-KR–BS is the Kamrad-Ritchken (1991) trinomial tree with
a Black–Scholes price at the penultimate time step and the modification proposed in this study. “At-money”
is for the subsample for which 0.9 � S0�K � 1.1, whereas “Out-money” is for and S0�K � 0.9.S0�K � 1.1

s � 0.35s � 0.35T � 0.5T � 0.5
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FIGURE 4

RMSE is the relative error defined by where 
is the benchmark obtained for the ith option; and Pi(lattice) is the ith price obtained

with the corresponding lattice (CRR: Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein, 1979, binomial
tree; CRR–BS: Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein, binomial tree with the Black–Scholes
price at the penultimate time step; Modified CRR–BS: Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein

lattice with the Black–Scholes price at the penultimate time step and the Ql-lattice
modification proposed in this study. The preferred method in terms of cost–benefit 

is in the lower left corner of the graph.
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FIGURE 5

RMSE is the relative error defined by where is
the benchmark obtained for the ith option; and Pi(lattice) is the ith price obtained with

the corresponding lattice (KR: Kamrad and Ritchken, 1991, trinomial tree; KR–BS:
Kamrad and Ritchken trinomial tree with the Black–Scholes price at the penultimate

time step; modified KR–BS: Kamrad and Ritchken trinomial lattice with the
Black–Scholes price at the penultimate time step and the Ql-lattice 

modification proposed in this study. The preferred method in terms of 
cost–benefit is in the lower left corner of the graph.

ei � 0Pi(lattice) � Pi 0�Pi; Pi21
m g

m
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i

TABLE VI

Ratio of RMSE for American Put Options

n All samples At-money Out-money

Ratio of RMSE for the KR and Ql*-KR–BS lattices

100 2.93 4.77 2.39 2.54 3.17 2.14 5.25

500 3.56 5.34 3.00 2.70 4.30 2.54 6.16

1000 4.04 5.93 3.44 3.02 4.95 2.95 6.75

Ratio of RMSE for the KR–BS and Ql*-KR–BS lattices

100 1.61 2.45 1.38 1.68 1.56 1.21 2.81

500 2.14 3.08 1.86 2.01 2.28 1.55 3.65

1000 2.33 3.30 2.03 2.16 2.51 1.68 3.92

Note. KR is the Kamrad-Ritchken (1979) trinomial tree; KR–BS is the Kamrad-Ritchken (1991) trinomial tree with
the Black–Scholes price at the penultimate time step; Ql*-KR–BS is the Kamrad-Ritchken (1991) trinomial tree
with a Black–Scholes price at the penultimate time step and the modification proposed in this study. “At-money”
is for the subsample for which 0.9 � S0�K � 1.1, whereas “Out-money” is for and S0�K � 0.9.S0�K � 1.1

s � 0.35s � 0.35T � 0.5T � 0.5
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CONCLUSION

We have introduced a modification to lattices often used to price
American options in the Black–Scholes context. The modification
replaces the expectation under the risk neutral probability measure by an
equivalent expression under an alternative probability measure, which is
specified by the Radon–Nikodym derivative. The proper change of measure
is obtained by an optimization procedure on trees of small dimension.
The results show that the additional work associated with the optimization
step is largely offset by the gain in precision.

The approach should be adaptable to other pricing models for which
the underlying driving process is a Brownian motion. In these cases, the
change of measure can still be characterized by a unique parameter that
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RMSE is the relative error defined by where 
is the benchmark obtained for the ith option; and Pi(lattice) is the ith price obtained

with the corresponding lattice (KR: Kamrad and Ritchken, 1991, trinomial tree;
KR–BS: Kamrad and Ritchken trinomial tree with the Black–Scholes price at the
penultimate time step; modified KR–BS: Kamrad and Ritchken trinomial lattice

with the Black–Scholes price at the penultimate time step and the Ql-lattice
modification proposed in this study. The preferred method in terms of 

cost–benefit is in the lower left corner of the graph.
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enables the use of simple numerical search routines for the calibration.
It should also be mentioned that our approach, in its current form, relies
on a theoretical price for the European option. This price is needed to
smooth out the convergence of the lattice prices. An extension of the
approach proposed in this research could be performed by examining dif-
ferent smoothing devices such as, for example, the adaptive mesh tree
suggested in Figlewski and Gao (1999).

APPENDIX A

The Change of Measure

Define

(19)

and note that the replacement of Wt by in Equation (5) leads
to Equation (6). We would like the distribution of to be N(0, t) under
the measure Ql, which is equivalent to ask that Wt is 
under the measure Ql. Since Wt is N(0, t) under measure Q and

under the measure Ql, the change of measure is obtained
using a ratio of density functions:

By the simple change of variable presented in Equation (19), the likeli-
hood ratio is expressed as a function of the Ql–Brownian motion:

Finally, since

implies that

Wl
t �

ln1Slts0
2 � 1l � s2

2 2t
s

Slt � s0 exp c al �
s2

2
b t � sWl

t d
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2
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t ]
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the likelihood ratio can also expressed as a function of the stock price
under Ql:

(20)

APPENDIX B

Lattice Schemes Under Changes of Measure

Binomial Trees

Many binomial trees are designed on a similar basis. The stock price at
ith time step and the jth node is

where u and d are the multiplicative constants for up and down move-
ments in the tree. The probability, under the risk neutral measure Q, of
an upward move is q, i.e.,

To choose the different constants u, d, and q, many authors proposed to
match the first two moments of the binomial stock price with those of the
target continuous time stochastic process, which leads to the two following
equations related to the expectation and the variance:

Because there are three variables and two equations, there is some free-
dom to assess a value to one of the variables. This leads to the different
versions of the binomial tree.

The Binomial Tree of Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein

In the binomial tree proposed by CRR (1979), we have

(21)u � exp csAT
n d   and  d � exp c�sAT

n d

 qu2 � (1 � q)d2 � e2rT
n � e2r T

n(es
2T

n �1)

 qu � (1 � q)d � erT
n

qi,jSk � •q if k � j � 1
1 � q if k � j
0 otherwise

si,j � s0u
jdi�j, i�50, 1, . . . , n6, j�50, 1, . . . , i6

 � exp c r � l

s2  lnaSlt
s0
b �

1
2

(l � r)
r � l � s2

s2 t d
 L(Slt , l) � exp c�l � r

s
 
ln1Slts0
2 � 1l � s2

2 2t
s

�
1
2
al � r
s
b2

t d
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and

(22)

To adapt this tree to the measure Ql, note that the discrete stock prices

(23)

do not depend on r and thus remain identical to those of the original
lattice. The probability ql of an upward move becomes

(24)

The likelihood ratio for the ith time step and the jth node is

(25)

The rough interval in which appropriate values of l can be searched for
(discussed in the Computational Results section) is derived from the
inequalities . Indeed, replacing ql by Equation (24) in

and isolating l leads to

The Trinomial Tree of Kamrad and Ritchken

The trinomial tree proposed by Kamrad and Ritchken (1991) matches
the two first moments of the stock return to their theoretical values. In
this particular set up, the stock price at ith time step and the jth node is

(26)

The transition probabilities, under the risk neutral measure Q, are

(27)qi,jSk � µ 1
3 � 116s 1r � s2

2 22T
n if k � j � 1

1
3 if k � j
1
3 � 116s 1r � s2

2 22T
n if k � j � 1

0 otherwise

si,j � s0 exp c (i � j)sA
3
2A

T
n d , i � 50, 1, . . . , n6, j � 50, 1, . . . , 2i6

�
s

2T
n

� l �
s

2T
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To adapt this tree to the change of measure, note that the stock
price remains the same because it does not depend on r. The
transition probabilities become

(28)

The likelihood ratio for the ith time step and the jth node is

(29)

The rough interval discussed in the Computational Results section
is derived from the inequalities and :

Note that gives the looser bounds 
.
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